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Different approaches in numerical simulation of gas explosions based on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) are carried out in this thesis. The motivation for the work is dictated by the need for higher accuracy in hazard assessments and for obtaining a better general understanding. The main goal of the thesis is to obtain a higher accuracy by solution adaptive refinement of the computational mesh in explosion simulations, where the combustion is governed by the turbulence developed in the flow. By the use of adaptive mesh refinement, the computational resources may be applied more efficiently in the simulations. 
Three different approaches are followed towards simulation of gas explosions. In the first computational approach, simulations are carried out with the computer codes CFX-4 and EXSIM, which can be seen as standard CFD tools in gas explosion predictions. The simulations, which are performed on fixed non-uniform Cartesian grids, involve evolution of gas explosions in baffled vented enclosures. Although the simulations with EXSIM and CFX-4 show physical realism and reasonable predictions of overpressures, the use of fixed grids is costly in terms computational resources. Solution adaptive refinement of the mesh therefore seems beneficial. 
In the two remaining approaches, solution adaptive refinement of the computational mesh is used. In the next approach, the adaptive code AMR2D is used. The code, which originally solves the Euler equations, is extended by the author so that viscous, turbulent and combustible flows can be simulated. A standard k – epsilon model is used for the turbulence and an Eddy Break-Up model for the combustion. The extension also involves the possibility to simulate flows in the presence of obstacles. Blast wave calculations performed; show that adaptive mesh refinement leads to a significant reduction in the use of computational resources without loss of accuracy. The turbulence model performs well, but although the combustion model shows physical realism, further testing is needed. 
The last approach involves adaptive refinement in calculations with the unstructured code McNEWT. The cases simulated involve combustion past single obstacles. In the simulations, the flame shape is changed by the obstacles in a very realistic way and becomes turbulent at exactly the right moment. In all the cases simulated, the turbulent transition is accompanied by a sharp increase in flame speed and pressure, and the predicted overpressures lie very close to experimentally observed overpressures.

